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Market Update:  The energy market has questioned whether inventory and equity volumes at  oil-based

pipelines would have enough cash flows to support the companies’ hefty dividends.

U.S. inflation as measured by the consumer price index remained muted in August further pushing back the

likelihood that Federal Reserve will  raise interest  rates by year end, held by elections in November.  In

review of surveys and during summer industry conferences Pricewaterhouse Coopers LLP unveiled that the

market for connected healthcare will grow to $61 billion by 2020.

This week in Bratislava,  the capital  of Slovakia,  European Union leaders are discussing the euro area’s

future projects after the U.K. vote to leave the union.

Stocks to Watch: Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS) raised quarterly dividend 2.8% to 74 cents per share, to be

paid on October 4 in Canadian currency. After providing third-quarter financial results the bank has a 4.36%

dividend yield or $2.27 annual payout. The financial services firm has remained steadily profitable over the

past year and is growing earnings. The stock advanced 33.62% to $53.26 year to date.

Carlisle Companies Inc (CSL) paid quarterly dividend of 35 cents a share on September 1, or 17% larger

sequentially. The annual payout of $1.40 per share now presents 1.3% dividend yield, a healthy business

measure in addition to improved margins and strategic acquisitions. The industrial and construction products

manufacturer has lifted payouts for at least twenty-five years in a row. 

Cisco Systems Inc (CSCO) announced unchanged quarterly dividend of 26 cent  a  share,  to be paid to

shareholders on October  26.  The stock of the technology opportunity industry leader  was upgraded by

Deutsche Bank AG (DB) to $37 from $35 or implying just over 19% upside from the market closing price

on September 14. Year to date shares gained 18.55% to $31.31 having lost just 0.29% in 2015.

Cisco Systems priced on Thursday senior notes of $6.25 billion with stable  outlook or “A1” rating by

Moody’s  Investor  Services  Inc  –  the  credit  rating  agency  of  Moody’s  Corp  (MCO).  Among  many

competitors in cloud computing Cisco also compares with mega data-storage provider Huawei Technologies

Co Ltd (002502:CH), China’s leading telecom-networking firm trading shares in Shenzhen. 

Deutsche Bank said it does not intend to pay $14 billion to settle civil claims at the U.S. Department of

Justice for its handling of residential mortgage-backed securities and related transactions. The stock slid

7.21% or 94 euro cents to 12.17 euro in Germany, and 6.73% or 89 euro cents to 12.20 euro in Italy. 

The  global  banker  had  sold  securities  that,  while  promoted  as  relatively  safe,  contained  residential

mortgages from borrowers who were ”unlikely to be able to repay their loans.”

Enbridge Inc (ENB), the Canadian midstream oil pipeline company, offered 11% premium to acquire for

$28 billion in stock peer Spectra Energy (SE), a North American “crown jewel” in natural gas operations. 

Shares of driller, pipeline, and transportation energy firms like ENB, its master limited partnership, Enbridge

Energy  Partners  LP  (EEP),  and  TransCanada  Corp  (TRP)  wavered  but  closed  higher  mid-week  on

Wednesday September 14. Consolidation and merger completions have solved such companies’ problems

with oil and stock prices, renewed production capacity, debacles, and cash flows.

Perrigo  Co  (PRGO),  the  producer  of  prescription  medicines  and  consumer  health  products,  last  paid

quarterly dividend of 58 cents a share or at medium-quality yield of 0.62%. The stock soared 7.4% to $95.30



on Tuesday morning after  activist  fund Starboard  Value  LP announced a  4.6% ownership  stake  in  the

pharmaceutical company. Perrigo compares with peers like Catalent Inc (CTLT), Daiichi Sankyo Co Ltd

(DSKYF), United Therapeutics Corp (UTHR), and Valeant Pharmaceuticals International Inc (VRX).

Shares  last  traded off 47.75% from a 52-week high of  $178.57, while  currently Perrigo is  exploring a

rumored licensed sales from its multiple sclerosis drug Tysabri, a very positive financial pillar. The medicine

for instance is sold through partnership with Biogen Inc (BIIB) and it could be worth around $2.8 billion.

Payments from Biogen brought in more than $300 million in 2015.

Verizon Communications Inc (VZ) paid 58 cents a share quarterly dividend on September 1 or 2% higher

sequentially and reflecting long-term debts on the company’s balance sheet. The wireless services leader

paid  $130  billion  in  September  2013  to  European  telecom giant  Vodafone  Group  Plc  (VOD)  for  full

ownership of Verizon Wireless. VZ shares dialed up 13.32% to $51.98 year to date, that is well above and

compared to 5.05% in the S&P 500 index in that time. Verizon Wireless generated more than $10 billion of

earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization in the first half of this year. Parent Verizon last

year piled $21 billion free cash flow or up 57% on the year. Separately, the company’s network is hosting

the newest Motorola Solutions Inc’s (MSI) prepaid smart phone line-up starting Friday. 

Dividends: Business dividends to be paid out next week include: car part retailer Advance Auto Parts Inc

(AAP), insurer Cincinnati Financial Corp (CINF), equity real estate firm Federal Realty Investment Trust

(FRT), vehicle auction services dealer KAR Auction Services Inc (KAR), healthcare real estate firm LTC

Properties Inc (LTC), global advertising agency Omnicom Group Inc (OMC), electricity provider Portland

General Electric Co (POR), and computer gadgets maker Seagate Technology Plc (STX). 

Precious Metals: Gold prices falling during the week of September 14 and so investors might have hedged

gold- and silver –related inverse exchange-traded funds (ETFs) like ProShares UltraShort Gold (GLL) that is

already popping nicely higher. The fund gained 2.07% to $71.02 in the past three days.

ProShares UltraShort Silver (ZSL) seeks to deliver twice the inverse return of what silver bullion gains daily

in U.S. dollars. The fund advanced 1.39% to $29.76 in the past three days. Further taking shares in the fund

now means entry at lower-risk time and momentum pullback of precious metals pricing.   

At gold level of about 1,250 per ounce advisors recommend additional sector buying of gold and silver

coins. Overseas accounts vary in different countries - Austrian and Hungarian coins are least expensive now.

Importantly too, author Larry Edelson has also suggested, that “if a portfolio is heavily loaded up with

stocks that couldn’t sell, for whatever reasons — hedging some via ProShares Short Dow30 (DOG) and/or

Direxion Daily S&P 500 Bear 1X Shares (SPDN) is wise because both are unleveraged.”

Connectivity: Given that healthcare costs continue to rise, providers of medical devices and chronic patient

services will attempt further to move care from costly emergency rooms to the patient’s home at the software

level. The market for connected healthcare is estimated at an impressive 33% annual growth rate through

2020 since maintaining health and treating conditions are equally important.

“Patient self-management combined with connectivity to a care network is an emerging model that enables

scalable support to chronic diseases with patients and providers,” according to Philips USA, the American

division of the Dutch company Koninklijke Philips NV (PHG). Philips and Qualcomm Inc (QCOM) are

among  software  system  makers  in  the  niche  of  Internet-of-things,  and  at  levels  of  data  storage,  data

aggregation and analytics. Personalized treatment can be delivered via most digital wearable tools.


